CS388: Natural Language Processing
Lecture 20: Summariza:on

Administrivia
‣ Proposals due Thursday

Greg Durrett

Recall: Memory Networks

Recall: Bidirec:onal ASen:on Flow
‣ Passage (context) and query are both encoded with BiLSTMs
‣ Context-to-query aSen:on: compute soWmax over columns of S, take
weighted sum of u based on aSen:on weights for each passage word
X
ũi =
↵ij uj
‣ query “specialized”
j
to the ith word
↵ij = softmaxj (Sij ) ‣ dist over query

‣ Three layers of memory network where the
query representa:on is updated addi:vely
based on the memories at each step
‣ How to encode the sentences?
‣ Bag of words (average embeddings)
‣ Posi:onal encoding: mul:ply each word by a
vector capturing posi:on in sentence

query U

Sij = hi · uj
Sukhbaatar et al. (2015)

passage H

Seo et al. (2016)

EMNLP 2018: New Approaches
‣ Language modeling as pretraining is really eﬀec:ve
‣ Minimizing/dis:lling BERT/ELMo will be important, but this will require a
lot of compute (almost certainly infeasible as a ﬁnal project)

Final Projects

‣ Transformers seem to be on the rise: linguis:cally-informed self
aSen:on, BERT, etc.
‣ Understand transformer heads? BeSer induc:ve biases?
‣ Unsupervised MT: lots of problems here including lexicon induc:on, how
to use syntax, etc.
‣ Varia:onal autoencoders: s:ll don’t work great but there’s op:mism
about them

EMNLP 2018: New Datasets
‣ New QA seings:
‣ “Conversa:onal” machine reading (need to ask clariﬁca:on ques:ons to
the user): hSps://arxiv.org/pdf/1809.01494.pdf
‣ Ques:ons as dialogue (user asks clariﬁca:on ques:ons to the system):
hSps://arxiv.org/pdf/1808.07036.pdf

‣ emrQA: hSps://arxiv.org/pdf/1809.00732.pdf
‣ Commonsense: “Can a suit of armor conduct electricity?”:
hSps://arxiv.org/pdf/1809.02789.pdf

‣ Lots of new QA datasets, many will not prove that useful…some:mes
hard to know in advance

This Lecture
‣ Extrac:ve systems for mul:-document summariza:on
‣ Extrac:ve + compressive systems for single-document summariza:on
‣ Single-document summariza:on with neural networks

Summariza:on

Summariza:on
BAGHDAD/ERBIL, Iraq (Reuters) - A strong earthquake hit large parts of northern Iraq and the
capital Baghdad on Sunday, and also caused damage in villages across the border in Iran where
state TV said at least six people had been killed.
There were no immediate reports of casual:es in Iraq aWer the quake, whose epicenter was in
Penjwin, in Sulaimaniyah province which is in the semi-autonomous Kurdistan region very
close to the Iranian border, according to an Iraqi meteorology oﬃcial.
But eight villages were damaged in Iran and at least six people were killed and many others
injured in the border town of Qasr-e Shirin in Iran, Iranian state TV said.

‣ What makes a good summary?

The US Geological Survey said the quake measured a magnitude of 7.3, while an Iraqi
meteorology oﬃcial put its magnitude at 6.5 according to preliminary informa:on.
Many residents in the Iraqi capital Baghdad rushed out of houses and tall buildings in panic.
…

Summariza:on
Indian Express — A massive earthquake of magnitude 7.3 struck Iraq on Sunday, 103 kms
(64 miles) southeast of the city of As-Sulaymaniyah, the US Geological Survey said, reports
Reuters. US Geological Survey ini:ally said the quake was of a magnitude 7.2, before
revising it to 7.3.
The quake has been felt in several Iranian ci:es and eight villages have been damaged.
Electricity has also been disrupted at many places, suggest few TV reports.

What makes a good summary?
Summary
A strong earthquake of magnitude 7.3 struck Iraq and Iran on Sunday. The epicenter
was close to the Iranian border. Eight villages were damaged and six people were
killed in Iran.

‣ Content selec:on: pick the right content
‣ Right content was repeated within and across documents
‣ Domain-speciﬁc (magnitude + epicenter of earthquakes are important)

Summary
A massive earthquake of magnitude 7.3 struck Iraq on Sunday. The epicenter was
close to the Iranian border. Eight villages were damaged and six people were killed in
Iran.

‣ Genera:on: write the summary
‣ Extrac:on: pick whole sentences from the summary
‣ Compression: compress those sentences but basically just do dele:on
‣ Abstrac:on: rewrite + reexpress content freely

Extrac:ve Summariza:on: MMR
‣ Given some ar:cles and a length budget of k words, pick some sentences
of total length <= k and make a summary
‣ Pick important yet diverse content: maximum marginal relevance (MMR)

Extrac:ve Summariza:on

While summary is < k words
Calculate
“max over all sentences
not yet in the summary”

“make this sentence “make this sentence
maximally diﬀerent from
similar to a query”
all others added so far”

Add highest MMR sentence that doesn’t overﬂow length
Carbonell and Goldstein (1998)

Extrac:ve Summariza:on: Centroid
‣ Represent the documents and each sentences as bag-of-words with TFIDF weigh:ng
While summary is < k words

Extrac:ve Summariza:on: Bigram Recall
‣ Count number of documents each bigram occurs in to measure importance
score(massive earthquake) = 3
score(six killed) = 2

score(magnitude 7.3) = 2
score(Iraqi capital) = 1

Calculate score(sentence) = cosine(sent-vec, doc-vec)

‣ Find summary that maximizes the score of bigrams it covers

Discard all sentences whose similarity with some sentence
already in the summary is too high

‣ ILP formula:on: c and s are indicator variables indexed over bigrams
(“concepts”) and sentences, respec:vely
“set ci to 1 iﬀ some sentence

Add the best remaining sentence that won’t overﬂow the summary

Radev et al. (2004)

that contains it is included”

sum of included sentences’ lengths can’t exceed L

Gillick and Favre (2009)

Evalua:on: ROUGE

Results

‣ Rouge-n: n-gram precision/recall/F1 of summary w.r.t. gold standard
‣ Rouge-2 correlates well with human judgments for mul:-document
summariza:on tasks
A massive earthquake of magnitude 7.3 struck Iraq on Sunday
An earthquake was detected in Iraq on Sunday

predic:on
reference

Gillick and Favre / bigram recall

ROUGE 2 recall = 1 correct bigram (Iraq, Sunday) / 4 reference bigrams
ROUGE 2 precision = 1 correct bigram (Iraq, Sunday) / 6 predicted bigrams

BeSer centroid: 38.58 9.73 1.53

‣ Many hyperparameters: stemming, remove stopwords, etc.
‣ Historically: ROUGE recall @ k {words, characters}. Now: ROUGE F1

‣ Caveat: these techniques all work beSer for mul:-document than singledocument!

Lin (2004)

Ghalandri (2017)

Mul:-Document vs. Single Document
‣ “a massive earthquake hit Iraq” “a massive earthquake struck Iraq” —
lots of redundancy to help select content in mul:-document case
‣ When you have a lot of documents, there are more possible sentences
to extract:
But eight villages were damaged in Iran and at least six people were killed and many others
injured in the border town of Qasr-e Shirin in Iran, Iranian state TV said.

The quake has been felt in several Iranian ci:es and eight villages have been damaged.

‣ Mul:-document summariza:on is easier?

Compressive Summariza:on

Compressive Summariza:on
Indian Express — A massive earthquake of magnitude 7.3 struck Iraq on Sunday, 103 kms
(64 miles) southeast of the city of As-Sulaymaniyah, the US Geological Survey said, reports
Reuters. US Geological Survey ini:ally said the quake was of a magnitude 7.2, before
revising it to 7.3.

Syntac:c Cuts
‣ Use syntac:c rules to make certain dele:ons
‣ Delete adjuncts
S

‣ Sentence extrac:on isn’t aggressive enough at removing irrelevant
content

VP

NP

‣ Want to extract sentences and also delete content from them

VBD NP NP-TMP

NP-LOC

A massive earthquake of magnitude 7.3 struck Iraq on Sunday, 103 kms (64 miles)…

Berg-Kirkpatrick et al. (2011)

Syntac:c Cuts

Compressive ILP
Berg-Kirkpatrick et al. (2011)

‣ Recall the Gillick+Favre ILP:

‣ Use syntac:c rules to make certain dele:ons
‣ Delete second parts of coordina:on structures
S
S

CC

‣ Now sj variables are nodes or sets of nodes in the parse tree
S

At least six people were killed and many others injured

Berg-Kirkpatrick et al. (2011)

‣ New constraint: s2 ≤ s1
“s1 is a prerequisite for s2”

S

s1

S

CC

S

s2

At least six people were killed and many others injured

Compressive Summariza:on

Constraints

x1 This hasn't been Kellogg's year.

x2

max w> f (x)
x

it market
share.
The oat-bran craze has cost Kellogg
market
share.

x3 Its president quit suddenly.

5

x4

x

summary(x) is grammatical
summary(x) is coherent

NP

And now Kellogg is canceling its new NP
cereal plant, which would SBAR
have cost
x $1 billion.

ILP: max w > f (x)

s.t. summary(x) obeys length limit

Gramma:cality constraints: allow cuts within sentences
Coreference constraints: do not allow pronouns that would refer to nothing
‣ If we’re conﬁdent about coreference, rewrite the pronoun (it Kellogg)
‣ Otherwise, force its antecedent to be included in the summary

s.t. summary(x) obeys length limit
summary(x) is grammatical
summary(x) is coherent

DurreS et al. (2016)

Features
x

}

max w> f (x)

Learning

s.t. summary(x) obeys length limit
summary(x) is grammatical
summary(x) is coherent

‣ Now uses a feature-based model, where
features iden:fy good content

f (And now Kellogg is canceling its new cereal plant ) =

Centrality:

I (NumContentWords=4)
Document posi:on:

I (SentenceIndex=4)

Lexical features:

I (FirstWord=And)

max w> f (x)
x

s.t. summary(x) obeys length limit
summary(x) is grammatical
summary(x) is coherent

‣ Train on a large corpus of New York Times documents with summaries
(100,000 documents)
‣ Structured SVM with ROUGE as loss func:on
‣ Augment the ILP to keep track of which bigrams are included or not,
use these for loss-augmented decode
Berg-Kirkpatrick et al. (2011), DurreS et al. (2016)

Results: New York Times Corpus
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Neural Summariza:on
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Linguis:c Quality
(Human study on Mechanical Turk)

Seq2seq Summariza:on

Seq2seq Summariza:on

‣ Extrac:ve paradigm isn’t all that ﬂexible, even with compression

‣ Task: generate headline from ﬁrst sentence of ar:cle (can get lots of data!)

‣ Training is hard! ILPs are hard! Maybe just use seq2seq?
sentence
reference
no aSen:on
with aSen:on

‣ Train to produce summary based on document
The oat bran craze has
…

…
Its president quit suddenly

<s>
Chopra et al. (2016)

‣ Works preSy well, though these models can generate incorrect
summaries (who has the knee injury?)
‣ What happens if we try this on a longer ar:cle?

Chopra et al. (2016)

Seq2seq Summariza:on

Pointer-Generator Model
‣ Copying approach like
in Jia+Liang

‣ What’s wrong with
this summary?

See et al. (2017)

Seq2seq Summariza:on

See et al. (2017)

Neural Abstrac:ve Systems

‣ Solu:ons: copy mechanism, coverage, just like in MT…

‣ How abstrac:ve is this, anyway?

‣ Things might s:ll go
wrong, no way of
preven:ng this…

See et al. (2017)

See et al. (2017)

Neural Systems: Results

pooling

Neural Extrac:ve Systems

‣ Copy mechanism and coverage help substan:ally
‣ Abstrac:ve systems don’t/barely beat a “lead” baseline on ROUGE
Nallapa: et al. (2017)

Challenges of Summariza:on
seman:cs???
syntax
ar:cle

abstrac:on
compression
extrac:on

seman:cs???
syntax

See et al. (2017)

Takeaways
‣ Extrac:ve systems built on heuris:cs / ILPs work preSy well
‣ Compression can make things beSer, especially in the single-document
seing

summary

‣ True abstrac:on?
‣ Not really necessary for ar:cles
‣ Genera:ng from structured informa:on can usually be done with
templates…

‣ Neural systems (like MT models) can do abstrac:ve summariza:on, but
they oWen just copy inputs (or deviate from inputs in bad ways)

